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This film comes as a sudden surprise. When i heard this one to be a Hindi Film, The first
question that strikes my mind is if Indian Audience are ready for the Zombie Genre yet? But
later, I also hear about Saif Ali Khan and Abhay Deol too making a 'Zombie' Genre film. In that
case, Luke Kenny becomes the first actor in Bollywood to bring a Zombie Genre film.

The film has Luke Kenny, Kirti Kulhari, Ashwin Mushran and Benjamin Gilani in it's cast. The
film is jointly directed by Devaki Singh and Luke Kenny. This is Luke Kenny's second film after
Abhishek Kapoor's 'Rock On'.

Going by the film's Official First Look promo, The film tells the story of Neil Parker (Luke Kenny)
who is a passionate wildlife photographer and who pays more attention to his wildlife than his
human life. As a result his relationships with the real world suffer and his girlfriend (Kirti Kulhari)
walks out on him he resigns himself to isolation and nature. But a chance occurrence changes
all that. The story follow his journey into a darkness that has to be seen to be believed. A
monster that seems to be rising out of the depths of desolation and agony, Soulless, Depraved
and out of control.

The Trailer of the film looks Fabulous and Gripping at the same time. Luke has experimented
with a new Horror Genre for Indian Cinema and he deserves an applaud. The trailer also builds
up and maintains the curiosity to watch the whole film. Lots of Blood and Graphic violence has
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been showed in the Promo, But the first look is of International Standard.
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